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Abstract 
In the case in which relatively low thickness and high-velocity flow enter into the lower velocity fluid, the resulting 
interference field of these two flows is called the jet. This phenomenon is the dominant output of power plants and some 
of the dams. The jets can be divided into two categories of free jets and confined jets, caused by the distance from the 
discharge to limited boundaries points. The offset jet is a type of confined jet in which both free surface and wall boundaries 
are near the diffusion location. The jet flow due to the extreme curvature in the main flow path and the proximal portion 
of this flow with solid boundaries have characteristics that make it difficult to solve with simple turbulence models. 
In this research, the offset jet phenomenon and related issues have been investigated. For this purpose, the offset jet flow 
pattern and probable factors in the complexity of this model have been simulated using Fluent software which analyses 
fluid flow in a two dimensional and three dimensional finite volume method. The simulation of offset jet flow pattern has 
been performed with a focus on investigating different models of turbulence k-ε, also boundary conditions, various wall 
functions and other effective coefficients in the numerical model and the model results compared with test case data 
findings and validating results, the necessary approaches in numerical simulation of this phenomenon for using in the next 
stages had been taken. 
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1. Introduction 
In the case of flow inlet with a relatively low thickness and high velocity in the lower velocity, the resulting field is 
called the jet. The jets are divided into two main categories including free jets and confined jets, by the distance of the 
discharge point to the limited boundaries [1]. The confined jets can be classified into three categories: impact jets that 
tend to the boundary direction, wall jets in which the flow is discharged to the boundary and offset jet. 
The offset jet is a confined jet in which both of the free surface boundary and the horizontal wall parallel to the jet 
axis are located near the diffusion place and, depending on the boundaries distance to the gap, the jet extends toward the 
other boundary. In Figure 1, the characteristics of offset jets and its development stages are described [2]. 
The jet through a gap with the width w and the distance h from the wall, enters into the static fluid that surrounds it. 
Continuing the fluid flow, between the jet and the lower surface causes pressure decrease and jet extend to the wall until 
at the impingement point, finally the jet hits the wall and forms the converging zone. A portion of the inner shear layer 
of the fluid has been extended from the impingement point to the vortex zone influencing by pressure gradient and the 
flow is developed as wall jet at the distance far from the downstream of the gap. According to the above, the offset jet 
behavior in different areas after releasing is that in the orifice adjacent and at very short distance from the discharge 
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point, jet has free jet characteristics, in the zone around the impingement point (the impingement zone and a part of The 
pre- impingement zone) behaves like a reattachment jet, and in the zone away from diffusion place, the offset jet becomes 
the wall jet. 
Figure 1. Schematic design of offset jet flow 
Several studies have been carried out on the investigation of various offset jet parameters which have been often 
experimental due to the complicated mechanism of this flow. Following some of the studies are reviewed. 
Bourque and Newman [3] and, Sawyer [4] studied the flow characteristics of offset jets adjacent the wall. The same 
work was done by McRee and Moses [5]. In the same year Perry [6], also studied the effect of the offset ratio and wall 
inclination angle on the impingement point. Rajaratnam and Subramanya [7], measured the wall static pressure and the 
average jet velocity in the converging zone and the wall jet zone, experimentally. Ayukawa and Shakouchi [8] 
investigated the effect of pressure oscillations on the velocity distribution in the converging zone experimentally. 
Johnston [9] based on the theory of the previous scientists, experimentally studied the offset jet and obtained the profile 
of flow and velocity for different depth waters. Nozaki et al. [10] obtained the results of experiments on the impingement 
point, the distribution of dynamic pressure on the wall, the jet centerline path and the damping of the maximum velocity 
of the jet axis in the converging zone. Hoch and Jiji [11] in 1981 investigated the jet path, the jet-to-wall impingement 
point, the wall pressure distribution, and damping of the maximum velocity of jet axis velocity, as well as the effect of 
the free secondary flow velocity on the impingement point. Salehi Neyshabouri [12], in a large study of offset jets in the 
University of Liverpool in 1988, conducted a numerical simulation of jets and determined their pattern.  
Salehi Neyshabouri and Kamil Ali [13] studied the flow characteristics of two-dimensional offset jet experimentally. 
Kim et al. [14] investigated the characteristics of heat transfer and flow in near-wall offset jets. Song and Yon with a 
group of their colleagues [15], discussed the characteristics of heat transfer and flow in offset jets with the inclined wall 
using experimental methods and indicated the effect of the inclination angle on the impingement point and the maximum 
pressure point. Boroomand et al. [1] simulated the offset jet entering a domain with moveable bed using multiphase 
systems and their numerical results were verified by comparing the experimental data. Miozzi et al. [16] experimentally 
studied the effect of lateral wall placing at different distances from the jet outlet. Assoudi et al. [17] investigated the 
mean velocity and turbulence characteristics of the turbulent offset jet using a particle image velocimetry technique at 
three velocity ratios and for two offset ratios. Also, Assoudi et al. [18] experimentally and numerically investigated the 
flow field of variable density turbulent offset jet. They claimed that a good level of agreement was achieved, between 
the experiments and the calculations. Mohammadaliha and Farahanieh [19] focused attention on the influence of nozzle 
geometry on the evolution of a 3D incompressible turbulent offset jet. Their results imply that the spread rate, flow 
entrainment, and mixing rate of an offset jet issuing from a circular nozzle are lower than square-shaped one. Both and 
Szánthó [20] investigated an offset, attached jet both experimentally and numerically, applying the tangential room air 
distribution system. They applied three turbulence models for the 3D numerical simulation: standard, RNG k–ε and SST 
k–ω models and the conclusion was that the SST k–ω model seems to be the most accurate turbulence model. 
The other factors, such as the flow line velocity, floatation (density variation), discharge direction, and the three 
dimensional effects, can further complicate the behavior of an offset jet. 
 When the discharged water density differs from the confined water density, a floating jet is formed and will be driven 
off upside or pushed down by buoyancy force. The behavior of a floating offset jet is determined by the buoyancy force, 
the boundaries, and also the layering. A better understanding of the flow behavior of an offset jet is very important in 
design experience. 




When the impingement for more mixture is undesirable, calculating and designing methods for preventing from 
impingement should be applied, and vice versa, when the impingement is favorable, the relevant variables must be 
chosen and also the exact location of the impingement point should be determined. This last aspect is applicable to 
environmental discharges, such as urban and industrial wastewater conveyance, and the excessive heat discharge of 
power plants into large lakes or reservoirs. Researchers predicted the use of this discharge form to delay the rise of the 
jet by identifying the discharge location to the lower surface. 
The whole mentioned subjects imply complicated and fully turbulent flow of offset jet that make a turbulent model 
choice, more significant. 
A two-dimensional numerical simulation model that is expected to directly predict the offset jet flow field in relation 
to mixing interactions, recurrence patterns, continuous pressure and velocity distribution in a two-dimensional flow 
range, can eliminate experimental hypotheses and relationships in the previous works. 
Also, a model for an unsteady flow may be useful for evaluating the establishment of a recurrence in the steady state. 
Unsteady simulations allow the designer to gain a more comprehensive look at the flow interactions and follow flow 
transmission from one to another during dynamic interactions. 
This research includes theoretical and numerical study about jet - boundary reaction of a jet as parallel with the 
horizontal boundary and offset from a rigid vertical wall and the model results compared with test case data findings and 
validating results, the necessary approaches in numerical simulation of this phenomenon for using in the next stages had 
been taken: 
 The jet is two-dimensional (planar), turbulent, submerged and non-floating. 
 The received water is in the homogeneous density or temperature (inconsistent). The jet enters into a static 
waterbody. 
 A two-dimensional model of Fluent software has been used to solve the turbulent field conditions including 
Standard, Realizable, and RNG. 
Numerical simulations are used to conquest key interactions such as confined water flow direction, recurrence 
circulating, impingement at wall boundaries and wall jet flows. The results of the model are analyzed in relation to 
available laboratory data to determine the response of the complex jet-boundary and the offset jet behavior. 
In all of this subjects, the turbulent term modeling had the main role, therefore in this research including turbulent 
model investigation, the available test case offset jet had been simulated by the most functional model of turbulence “k-
ε model” in three states of Standard, RNG and Realizable, and the most suitable model to simulate this phenomenon will 
be presented by compared results. 
The results of present work should help to better understand the physics and model the complicated offset flows and 
provide useful information in designing environmental water discharge. 
2. Flow Equations 
In the incompressible flow, the governing equations are expressed as following [21]. 

































In the above Equations, ui is the instantaneous velocity component in the direction xi; ν is the molecular viscosity; ρ 
is the fluid density; gi is the gravity acceleration component in the direction i; P is the pressure term at each point of 
the fluid. 
If it is possible to simulate irregular, instantaneous and random of the flow field quantities at any moment and at any 
point, then the equations above can be used in the numerical analysis of turbulent flow. If the instantaneous values of 
the velocity and pressure, or any other quantity as 𝜙, can be separated into average and temporal values, then the 
following equations can be derived.  





 iii uuu  (3) 
 ppp  (4) 
   (5) 
By replacing the above equations in continuity and momentum equations, there is no change in the continuity 
equation, but in the momentum equations the parameter 𝑢𝑖′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is added. 






















































The parameter 𝜌𝑢𝑖′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the Reynolds stress that imposes the effect of turbulent vortices in the fluid. In most turbulent 
flows, the Reynolds stress value is much greater than the stress caused by the molecular viscosity (v (𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗⁄ )). To 
determine the Reynolds stress parameter, different turbulence models are used. 
2.1. Turbulence Models 
To solve turbulent flow field based on continuity equations and Reynolds, it is necessary to model Reynolds stresses 
in a special method. In the two-dimensional flow state, with three equations (one continuum and two momenta), the 
three unknown values of flow fields (velocities in directions x, y, and pressure) are determined. Disturbance terms in 
equations are assessed on the basis of a series of algebraic equations or differential equations [21]. 







































  (9) 
vt is the eddy viscosity, unlike the molecular viscosity, is not a fluid property, but it is the function of the flow 
characteristics and its turbulence and varies from fluid to fluid and from point to point. Kronecker Delta δij is used to 















kji uuuk  (10) 
The turbulent kinetic energy that provokes motion of fluid molecules and, while colliding with other molecules, makes 
changes in their momentums. Since the molecular viscosity is proportional to the mean velocity of free movement of the 
molecules, the eddy viscosity is also proportional to the velocity of oscillating motion and the sample length of the 
turbulent motion, which Prandtl in 1925 has introduced this length of the sample as the mixing length. 
lt   (11) 
2.2. Types of Turbulence Models 
Disturbance models are classified according to their design principles as well as the number of differential equations 
for the correlation of turbulent stresses with their mean velocity or gradients. 




2.2.1. Zero Equations Models 
In this model, no differential equation for disturbance quantities is presented. These models are relatively simple and 
experimental data in these models play an important role and turbulent stresses in each direction are proportional to the 
gradient velocity. Examples of these models are as follows: 
 Constant Eddy Viscosity Model 
 Mixing length model 
 Prandtl’s Free Shear Layer Model 
2.2.2. One Equation Models  
One equation models, unlike zero-equation models, use the equation for transferring quantity of turbulence. In fact, 
this equation is the relationship between the oscillatory velocity scale and the turbulence quantity, which is considered 
to be a turbulent kinematic energy square √𝑘 as a velocity scale in turbulent motion and its value is calculated by the 
transport equation. The eddy viscosity is determined by the following equation. 
klct    (12) 
These models are better suited to high Reynolds flows, but they are unable to determine the viscous sublayer next to 
the wall. It is very difficult to detect longitudinal scale distribution in turbulent flows using these models. 
In very complicated flows, it is difficult to specify the longitudinal scale distribution experimentally. Therefore, in 
order to increase the ability of turbulent models in this field, another differential equation is used to calculate the 
longitudinal scale. But most of the equations for the longitudinal scale are presented as combinations of k and l, that is, 
the second differential equation is shown in the form z = kα.lβ, and each of the forms of the equations for the longitudinal 





































Where, δz, Cz1 and Cz2 are experimental constants and Pk is kinetic energy generation that considers the reciprocative 
effects of Reynolds stresses and velocity gradients, and S is a source that varies according to the type of z. In free flows, 
the source term acts almost independently of the z type, and only near the wall the assumed z-gradient for diffusion 
indicates that the choice of z = ε is better than other variables, in which case, in the equation ε, the secondary term S 
will be zero. 
2.2.3. Two Equations Models 
The most practical of two equations models is the k-ε model. Different forms of the k-ε model are presented, which 
will be explained in more detail, depending on the use of different forms of this model. 
In high Reynolds numbers, the energy dissipation rate (ε) is equal to the molecular viscosity in the eddy fluctuations. 


































































































ct   (16) 
Lander and Spalding provided the constants of the above equations on the basis of experimental data according to 
Table 1. 
Table 1. Lander and Spalding coefficient factors for k-ε equation 
δε δk Cε2 Cε1 Cμ 
1.30 1.00 1.92 1.44 0.09 
  




In the Fluent software, there are three types of k-ε equations: 
1. Standard k-ε model 
2. RNG k-ε model  
3. Realizable k-ε model 
The main difference between k-ε models as follows: 
 The calculation method of the eddy viscosity μd; 
 Prandtl turbulence numbers that govern the k and ε equations; 
 Source and Sinks terms in the equation ε; 
Standard k-ε model 
In the standard k-ε model, which has the greatest application in turbulent flow analysis, Jones and Lander determined 
the constants of equations and also derived the equation. The standard model is used most frequently in high Reynolds 
numbers. 
The standard k-ε model is a quasi-experimental method. The k equation in the model is precisely derived from the 
combination of Reynolds equations governing the flow. But the governing equation ε is based on experimental evidence 
and mathematical relations. In deriving these equations, it is assumed that the flow is fully turbulent and the molecular 






































































  (18) 
Gb and Gk are sources of equation k which have the buoyancy effect and gradient effect of mean velocity in the 





ct   (19) 
The constants of the above equation are in accordance with Table 2: 
Table 2. Coefficient factors for Standard k-ε equation 
δε δk C2ε C1ε Cμ 
1.30 1.00 1.92 1.44 0.09 
 
δε and δk are Prandtl numbers, and C3ε constant in equation ε is the effect of velocity in the direction of gravity and 




 tanh3   (20) 
Therefore, if the flow directions be in accordance with the direction of gravity and perpendicular to it, then in the 
shear layer, these constants are equal to 1 and zero, respectively. 
2-2-3-2. RNG k-ε model  
In this method, the turbulence of the flow is obtained on the basis of a precise statistical technique by mathematical 
relations. In fact, an additional term is introduced in equation ε, which increases the accuracy of the calculation in the 
strain rate flow. This model is more efficient than the standard k-ε model in circulating flows and, unlike the standard 
model, uses an analytical relation to determine the turbulent Prandtl numbers. Moreover, this model has a suitable 




accuracy in the low Reynolds numbers. For this reason, this model is used more in curvature or geometric complexity 
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(22) 




























  (24) 
      Integrating above differential equation gains the eddy viscosity which is appeared to be a well-known relationship  
   /2kCt   in high values. Of course, in the low Reynolds values, especially near the wall, an initial differential 
state can be used. 






















In high Reynolds flows   1/ effmol  with a fully turbulent flow, α0 = 1.00, and the values of inverse turbulent 
Prandtl numbers will have constant values, i.e. αk = αε ≈1.393.  
The term R added to the equation ε in the RNG model rather than standard model corrects this model in zones with 
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,2 2  (27) 
In the above relations, the equations constants are as follows: 
Table 3. Coefficient factors for k-ε RNG equation 
β η0 Cν C2ε C1ε Cμ 
0.012 4.38 100 1.68 1.42 0.0845 
Realizable k-ε model  
In this model, two major differences are found rather than the standard model in order to prevent the unbalance in 
the solution of equations, especially in the underlying layer of the boundary layer with high strain rate generation. These 
differences include: 
1- Determination of the new equation of eddy viscosity μt; 
2- Adding an additional source term to the equation ε that involves a large rotational variation. 
This model has better results in flows with boundary layer, circulating flow, flow under inverse pressure gradient, flow 




separation, planar and circular jets, and etc. compared to other commonly used k-ε models. The governing equations of 
this method are as follows. 












































  (28) 
The eddy viscosity in the above equations is determined by the following equation so that the coefficient Cμ is not 



































In the above equations, ωk is the total amount of field rotation (angular velocity) and ij represents the mean rate-of-
rotation tensor. 































































The equations constants in this model are in accordance with Table 4. 
Table 4. Coefficient factors for k-ε Realizable equation 
A0 δε δk C2ε C1ε C1 












In order to compare, the constant coefficients of different k-ε models equations are presented in Table 1 below. 
Table 5. Coefficient factors for k-ε equation  














































3. Materials and Methods 
As mentioned, in this research, an experimental test case of this phenomenon, with accessible data, mentioned as 
follows, was simulated by a Fluent mathematical model to investigate the phenomenon of offset jet. The jet was entered 
into an aqueous environment and the jet centerline, the impingement point and the velocity profile will be investigated. 
In addition, different turbulent patterns (standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model and realizable k-ε model), different wall 
functions and the effect of turbulent coefficients on problem parameters were among the cases in which more precise 
study conducted on them, and finally, the best method for simulating the offset jet flow pattern was extracted and the 
base of future modeling of this phenomenon will be provided. 
3.1. Experimental Case Study 
An available experimental case study is the results of Johnston's researches in Liverpool University. He provided a 
flume to do experiments which satisfied the following designing factors [11]: 
 Preparing sufficient and appropriate width and length for the channel in order to first create a 2-Dimensional jet and 
distract the effect of outlet condition of flow on the process of jet distribution in distribution place; applying methods 
with high sensitiveness to set the tailwater depth and inlet flow, supplying fixed head with entrance water to the system. 
 In all the experiments, the inlet flow was 3/33 m/sec, slot width was 0/014 m and the slot center was 0/35 m away from 
the bed. 
3.2. Generated mesh  
The choice of mesh dimensions is very important because by choosing large dimensions for the cells, the accuracy 
of the results will be reduced, and the inappropriate selection of small dimensions will also increase the discomfort of 
computational cost. Therefore, in order to select the dimensions, the sensitivity of the results to cell dimensions is 
required, and the mesh generation of the flow field based on the sensitivity analysis has been done. 
Considering the flow conditions and the velocity gradients, the solution field was discretized by a suitable mesh. 
Significant areas were meshed with finer elements and using clustering intervals were covered, and finally a uniform 
mesh with an acceptable aspect ratio was generated. Figure 3 shows the generated quadrilateral mesh for this model. 










                     
 
 
Figure 2. Mesh sensitivity analysis   
































As can be seen, the process of decreasing the dimensions of cells on the velocity values is significant, and then there is 
no significant change, and by increasing the size of the cells, only the computational cost will be increased 
3.3. Boundary and initial conditions 
Boundary conditions should be defined at all computational domain. Domain boundaries include: 
 Input flow with a constant velocity of 3.33 m/sec and an opening rate of 0.014 m 
 Output flow at the end of the flow field 
 Upper and lower walls and elementary walls 
The initial conditions of offset jet, a homogeneous, static and laminar water, was defined between the two horizontal 
rigid boundaries and a vertical rigid wall. It is worth mentioning that the boundary conditions and initial conditions were 












Figure 4. Schematic design of solution field 
4. Results and Discussion 
In order to solve, the model was implemented in the turbulent state with standard, RNG and realizable models, 
considering the conditions of offset jet phenomenon and applying suitable coefficients. The function of the standard 
wall and coefficients presented in tables related to these patterns was used to implement the model. The number of 
iterations had increased until the converging message was announced by the model Figure 5. The jet center line had 
been extracted of model results by a numerical code, in which the velocity amount had been obtained at every cell and 
then the maximum velocity situations indicate the jet centerline. The results are presented in Figures. 6 to 17. In the 
output figures of the models (6 to 12 and 14 to 16), the horizontal direction is the longitude axis of the jet flow direction 
and the transverse direction is the vertical wall of the jet entrance. In figures no. 9, 13, 17 and 21 the longitude and 
















Figure 5. Residuals and iterations plot 






Figure 6. Pressure contours in k-ε Standard model Figure 7. Velocity contours in k-ε Standard model (m/sec) 
 
  
Figure 8. Velocity vectors in k-ε Standard model 
Figure 9. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental data 
to prediction about jet center line in k-ε Standard model 
  
Figure 10. Pressure contours in k-ε RNG model                  Figure 11. Velocity contours in k-ε RNG model (m/sec) 
 
 
Figure 12. Velocity vectors in k-ε RNG model 
Figure 13. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental 






































Figure 16. Velocity vectors in k-ε Realizable model 
Figure 17. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental 
data to prediction about jet center line in k-ε Realizable model 
 
It is worth noting that in all models for velocity and pressure coupling, the SIMPLE model was used. The effect of 
under-relaxation factor on the performance of models was observed and the results were presented in the most 
appropriate under-relaxation factor. Using the above results and sureness of better efficiency of a turbulent Realizable 
model, the other results will be precisely investigated. It is worth mentioning that the above results had been obtained 
on the basis of velocity term and in this section, the results obtained from the pressure term are considered. 
As been seen in result section, generally the pressure contour for all of three states including Standard, RNG and 
Realizable appear similar, so that the pressure profile for whole three states has been extracted and compared to each 
other at three different depths. 
 









































Figure 19. Pressure profile for y= 0.2 in different states of k-ε model 
 
Figure 20. Pressure profile for y= 0.3 in different states of k-ε model 
 






































































As been seen, the Realizable model indicates less pressure at recirculation zone for all three depths, considering the 
adaptation of this model velocity results and measured data, the conclusion is that the pressure pattern presented by this 
model, should be adapted more to reality and the pressure pattern at the offset jet recirculation zone will be obtained 
when measured data is not available. Also increasing the pressure oscillation from y=0.1 to y=0.3 at further distances 
from the jet entrance is noticeable. 
5. Conclusion  
The jet center line is presented in order to better comparison of the results collectively. Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental data to prediction about jet center line in different 
states of k-ε model 
As can be seen: 
 The realizable turbulent model predicts the offset jet centerline path better than the other models. 
 Predictions of the turbulent Standard model on the inlet are underestimated and the jet path in the initial distances 
is lower than the experimental results.  
 The RNG turbulent model overestimates impingement zone and prediction the jet center line path rather than 
experimental results.  
 If the difference of  R2  from the unit value for each model is the base of the error of each model, then the error 
of each model is as follows: 
Standard  2   % 
RNG              1.4 % 
Realizable              0.6 % 
In sum, the realizable turbulent model is more suitable for offset jet modeling and can be used in related designs. 
This turbulent model can be utilized in all future offset jet modeling. The effect of different wall functions (standard and 
unbalanced wall functions) is intangible in the results. It seems that according to the flow pattern of this phenomenon, 
such a conclusion is possible. 
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